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1. Introduction 
Let G be a group and ZG its integral group ring. Let AG denote the 
augmentation ideal of ZG. Set Qn(G) -An /An+l n_ l  It is well known that - -  .t'Z G / .rl G , 
QI(G)=G/G' for any group G. While studying the functorial properties of 
polynomial groups, Passi [3] observed that the second polynomial group of an 
abelian group is isomorphic to its second symmetric product, i.e., Q2(G)= Sp2(G) 
when G is abelian. Attempts were made by R. Sandling to find the general structure 
of QE(G). He showed in his thesis that if G is a finite group, then the canonical 
homomorphism ¢~:G2/G3--* Q2(G) given by 
gG3--*(g-I) +A~ is a split monomorphism. 
[I] proved that Q2(G)=(G2/G3)~SpE(G/G2) for any finitely generated Losey 
group. 
Our aim here is to extend Losey's results for normal subgroups. " I f  H is normal 
in G what is the structure of AcAH/A2AH ?''. Our main result in this paper is the 
following. 
If H is a finitely generated normal subgroup of a group G such that G=H~K 
where ~ denotes the split extension, then 
AGA H /A X6A H= (Kab @ Hab) (~ [A2H /(A ~@ A[H, K]A H) ] 
where Kab denotes the abelianised group K and the following sequence is exact. 
H2/(1 + A2 AH)NG>--~A2H/(A3H+ A[H, KIAH)-,,Sp2(H/[H, G]) 
If H/H2 has a positive uniqueness basis adopted to [H, K], then the above 
sequence splits and 
(1 +A~An)f')G=([xi, ~q for all i<j). 
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2. Preliminaries 
We use the positive uniqueness basis of a group defined by Losey in order to 
prove our results. The notation and terminology in this paper will be the same as 
in [1]. We note the following results due to G. Losey [1]. 
Lemma 2.1. The basic products form a free Z-basis for ZG. 
The basic products other than one form a free Z-basis for A o. 
Lemma 2.2. Let xio), xi(2), ..., xi(s) ~ S; S the positive uniqueness basis of  G and let 
$ 
k= ~. W(xi(j)); lz=min{i(j); l <_j<_s}. 
j= l  
Then the product (xio)- 1)(xi(2)- 1) -.- (Xi(s)- 1) can be written as a Z-linear com- 
bination o f  proper products p(a) such that for each such t~ = (e(1), e(2), ..., e(m)) 
(i) W(a) > k, 
(ii) j< /z  implies e(j) = O. 
Corollary 2.3. The ideal A~ is spanned over Z by all proper products P(t~) with 
w(a) >_ k. 
Lemma 2.4. The ideal A 2 has a free Z-basis consisting of  the elements: 
(i) d(i)(xi- 1) where w(xi)= 1, d(i)< oo, 
(ii) (xi - 1) + (xi + 1 - 1) where w(xi) = 1, xi + 1 = x71, 
(iii) P(a) where a is basic, W(a)> 2. 
Theorem 2.5 [1]. If G is finitely generated, then 
Q2(G)  --- (G2/G3) ~ Sp2(G/G2). 
3. Main results 
We are now in a position to prove our main results. In order to determine the 
complete structure of AcA~/A2AH where G=H 1K we need a few preliminary 
lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  H is a finitely generated normal subgroup of  a group G such that 
G = H ~ K, then 
AoA H/A~A H = [A 2H/(A 3 + A[H, K]A H)] O) [A KA H/(A 2 A H+ A rA 2)]. 
The structure of augmentation ideals 
Proof. Aa is free abelian on (g-1] l : /=g~G),  while we have 
g-  1 =hk-  1 =kh k -  1 with hk=k- lhk 
= (k - 1) + (h k - 1) + (k  - 1 ) (h  k - 1) 
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and hence AG=AI.I+AK+AKAn. To show that this is a direct sum, con- 
sider the canonical homomorphism O'G--~K under which AG--~A K. Then 
Ker(p=AH+ArA n. If aeAKN(AH+ArAH),  then a=(a)O=0.  Hence Aa= 
AH@(AH+ A~:An). 
Since K is a transversal to H in G, ZG = O)k~r k" (ZH) and hence AH+AKAH= 
AH@AKAH. Thus we have Aa=AH(~AK~)AKA H, and 
A . AKA.. 
Furthermore it follows that 
A2aA H = (A H + Ar  + AKAn)(A2H + AKAn) 
3 2 3 2 = A n + AKA H + AKAH + AHAKA H + AKA H + AKAHAKA H 
+ AKAH+ AKAH+ A[H, KIAH C 
since AHAK~ AKA n + Ain, rl  + AHA [H, KI. 
Thus we have 
A~AH=(A~+ At~KIAH)@(A2 AH+ AKA2). 
Hence 
2 2 3 2 2 AGAH/AGAH = [AH/(A H + A [H, KIAH)] (~)AKAH/(AKA H+ ArAH). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. AKAH/(A2KAH+ AKA2H) = Kab®Hab. 
Proof. Define a map a:AxAn~Kab®Hab on the free basis elements of AKAn as 
a" (k -  1)(h- 1 ) -~:®h with E = kK', 1~= hH' for all 
I :/:k~K, 1 , :h~H.  
follows. 
A2KAn is generated by (k l -  1)(k2- 1)(h- 1), for all kl,k2eK, h~H. Now 
[(k I - l)(k 2 -  1)(h- 1)]a= {[(kl k 2 - 1 ) - (k  1 - 1)-  (k2 -1) ] (h -  1)}a 
= kl k2®~i -  ~,l ® ~i-  k2®[i  
= 0 by bilinearity. 
Thus A2KAH ~ Ker a. 
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Similarly g sends ArA2n into identity in Kab~)Hab. Hence we have a homo- 
morphism 
~" AKA1+/(A2KA1++ AKA2H)----Kab(~Hab. 
We prove further that there exists a homomorphism 
~ • Kab ® Hab -+AKAH/(A2KAH + AKA2H) 
SO that e¢ = identity on AKA1+/(A2KAH+AKA2H) and ¢)a=identity on Kab®Hab. 
The map $:Kab®Hab-+AKA1+/(A2KA1++AKA2H) is well-defined by 0~,Jl)$ = 
(k -  1)(h - 1)+A for k~K, heH,  where A = AKAt +2 + AKAH .2 
(klk2,[i)$=(klk2- 1)(h-1)+ A=(k I - 1)(h- 1)+(k 2 -  1)(h- 1)+A. 
Similarly 
(~, h I h2)  ~ = (k  - 1)(h I - 1) + (k -  1)(h 2 - 1) +A.  
Hence ~ is bilinear and therefore there exists a unique homomorphism ~ say, 
: Kab®Hab -'AKAH/A given by ¢)" ~®l~-+(k- 1)(h - 1) +A.  Observe that 
(7 
x=(k -1) (h -1 )+A ,~®~ ¢-~(k-1)(h-1)+A 
and vice versa. Thus gO =identity on ArA1++A, qba= identity on Kab(~)Hab and 
A KA H/(A2KA H + AKA 2H) = Kab (~)Hab. 
In view of the above lemma it remains to find the structure of A2H /
(A3H+ A[H, KiAH). 
Theorem 3.3. I f  H < G and H is finitely generated with G = H t K, 
following sequence is exact. 
HE/(1 + A2cA H) fq G >-+ A 2 n/(A ~n + AtH, KI A I+)--~ SP 2 (H/[H, G 1). 
then the 
We first prove a few lemmas and propositions. 
Proposition 3.4. There exists $'A2--*Sp2(H) which induces ~:A2/A3n -+ 
Sp2(H/H ') with Ker $=A3H+ An2. 
Proof. Let G= G/H3. Then [A,R] = [H,K]H3/H3. Since H 3 ~ [H, G], H/[H,G]= 
H/[A,G].  Also H2/H3=FI2/FI3 and AH3CA3H. Thus 
2 2 AoAH/AoAH-  AoAB/AoAA 
and 
2 3 2 3 
A H/ (A  H+ A[H, KIA H) = A R/A R + AtR, R]A A. 
We shall henceforth assume that/-/3 = 1 and find out AoAA/A~A R. Since H is 
finitely generated, there exists a positive uniqueness basis x l ,  x2, . . . ,  Xm, Y tY2 ,  . . ' ,  Y,, 
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for H in Losey's sense; xi's of weight 1 and yj's of weight 2; i= 1, 2, ..., m and 
j=  1, 2, ..., n. Let aVa' denote the image of a®a' in Sp2(A) for an abelian group 
A. Define ~ :A2---'HvH(=H/H'vH/H ') = Sp2(H/H ") via Losey's basis 
d(i)(xi-!)---,-(d(~))(eivxi) with$i=xiH' and d(i)<oo. 
(xi - 1) + (x71 - 1 ) - "~.~ iV .~ i  where d(i) = oo, 
(xi- 1)(xj- 1)--*$ivSj where i<_j, and 
(p(ot))~0 =0 for all other basic a with w(a)>_ 2. 
is clearly a homomorphism. We assert that ~ vanishes on A~. This will follow 
if (P(a))~ = 0 for all proper products P(a), W(a)>_ 3, a not necessarily basic. We 
prove this by induction on W(a). Suppose W(t0_ 3 and (P(fl))~0 = 0 for all f l< a 
with W(B) >-- 3. Consider P(a). If tz basic, ~0 vanishes on P(a) by definition. Suppose 
a is not basic. Then P(a) has one of the following two forms 
O) -P(a)=P(O.l)(a- 1)P(ce2) + P(al)(a -1- 1)P(a2), 
(ii) P(a) = P( t t  l ) (a  - 1)d(a)p(a2) 
where a is an element in our uniqueness basis. 
(i) If W(al)+ W(a2)> 2, each of the two terms on the right hand side of (i) are 
proper products P(fl) with W(fl) < W(a) and W(fl)_> 3. So by induction (P(a))dp = O. 
W(al)+ W(a2)=O implies w(a)=2, P(a)=-(y i -1) - (y i  -1- 1) for some i, and 
hence (P(a))¢=O. Hence we are left with the case W(al)+W(a2)=l, say 
P(al )  =xi- 1; P(a2)= 1. Therefore 
If w(a) = 2, 
-P(a)=(xi- 1)(a- 1) + (x i -  1)(a -1 -  1). 
xj÷ =xf 
A similar argument holds if P (aO= 1, P(a2)=xi-1. 
(ii) P(a)=P(al)(a-1)d(a)P(a2). Write d for d(a). Now 
(a-- 1)d=a d -  1-- ~ (a-- 1) j .  
j=l 
So 
P (a )= - ~ P(al)(a- 1)JP(ot2)+P(c~l)(a d - 1)P(a2). 
j= l  
Let W(a l )+ W(a2)>--2. The first term on the right hand side is proper and comes 
earlier than P(a),  hence it goes to zero under ~ and we have 
a d= x~i = I-[ Y~J since a d ~ H2. 
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Therefore we can replace (a a -  1) in the second term on the right hand side by 
~, mj(yj - 1) + higher products of the (yj - 1)'s. Since W(al) + W(a2) -> 2, we obtain 
proper basic products because, since the yj's are central, they can be shifted to 
their proper positions and get proper products. These all come before P(a) and 
hence their image under ~ is zero. 
Let W(Otl) + W(a2) = 0. Then 
P(~) = (a -  1) a 
1>, 
(P(a))~ = 0 + (2d)(ava)- (d2/(ava) = 0. 
Let W(al)+ W(a2)= 1. Let P(al)=x i-1, P(a2)= 1 say. Then we have 
P(a)=-d(x i -  l ) (a -1 ) - (d ) (x i  - l ) (a-1)2+-. .  + (X i - -  l)(a d -  1), 
(P(et))@ = -d($i v ~) = O. 
If P (a l )= 1, P (a2)=x i -  1 the argument is similar. 
Hence A3HC Ker @. Thus @ induces a homomorphism 
~ : A2H/A3 H--) SpZ(H/H'). 
n We now show that Ker ~=A3H+AH2. If z~H2, z= ~,i=~ ym,. 
( z -  1)~ = { ~ mi(Y i -- 1) + terms of higher degree}~ = 0. 
So A = (Z(H2 - 1)) +A3H C _ Ker ~. 
We assert the equality. Let a e Ker ~. 
or= ~., kid(i)(xi- l )+ ~ k j (x j -  I)(xj -1- 1)+ ~ ~st(Xs-- 1)(X t-- 1) 
I J s<t  
n 
+ ~ lr(Yr-- l )+terms in A3H . 
r= l  
Here I = { i, 1 _< i ~ m such that d(i) < o0 }, J = { 1, 2,..., m } - 1. 
We have 
° l ' -O - ' -  ~ ki(d(2))('~ivxi)+ ~ kJ('~yVXj )+ ~ J 
Sp2(Hab) is the direct sum of the cyclic subgroups (£iv.~j,i<_j) with order of 
£i v.~j=g.c.d of {d(i),d(j)} =d o say. 
So if s<_t, AstmO (rood d~t ) say, Ast=l.tstds, t, kj=O for all j e J .  
The structure of augmentation ideals 
-k i (d~) )+Ai i -O  (mod d(i)), 
(this includes d(i) > 2), say Aii = ki (d[i)) + lzid(i). 
If d(i)=2, ki(2)=-O (mod 2), say xi=2r/.  Thus, 
a = ~_, 4xi(xi-  1)+ ~ r.id(i)(x i -  1) 
d(i) =2 2 < d( i )  < oo 
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2<d( i )< oe 
+ ~ lzstd~t(xs- 1)(xt- 1)+ ~ lr(Yr- 1) +elements in A 3. 
$<t 
Thus A < A3  + AH2 . 
From (1) and (2) we conclude that Ker ~=A3+AH2 . 
Lemma 3.5. Let B be a subgroup of  an abelian group C. Let i be the inclusion B~C.  
Then 
Sp2(C/B) = Sp2(C)/[Im{(i®id) o proj n } ] 
where proj n is C®C-,Sp2(C).  
Proof. We have the exact sequences 
O--~ S-~ C (~ C-~ Sp2( C)--~O 
and 
(i®id)~(id®i) 
(B@C)~(C@B)  , C ®C-,(C/B)®(C/B)--,O. 
Let T=(Im(i®id)~(id~)i)) .  Then 
0--, T--, C @ C -,(C/B)®(C/B)-~O. 
Hence 
(C®C) / (T+ S)=( (C®C) /T ) / (T+ S) /T  
= (C/B®C/B) / Im S in (C/B®C/B)  
=-Sp2(C/B)[ . 
This immediately gives us 
Coronary 3.6. Sp2(H/[H, G]) = SpE(H)/ ( Im([H,  G] (~)/-D). 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Consider the following diagram 
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0 'T  
0 0 
' AZI4/(A[I-I, KIAH + A ~) 
1 
' A2H/A~ ,
, Sp2(H/[H, G]) 
0 ' HE ~ ' HVH 
(A[H, klAH + A3H)/A3H [H,G]®H 
The columns are exact. 
(1) ~ is induced by ~: To see this we must prove that (Ate, KlAn) ~ lies in the im- 
age of ( [H ,G]®H) .  Let ae[/-/ ,K],  a -17 I~(modH2) ,  h-[Ix]J(modH2); he l l .  
Then 
(a -  1)(h- 1) +A~-  riSj(Xi--1)(Xj-- I) + A3H 
i,j 
= ~ risjCxi- 1)(xj- 1) 
= E r:j(x~- 1)(xj- 1)+ E r:jCxi- 1)(xj- l) 
i<j i>j 
-- ~ (ris j + rjsi)(x i -- 1)(xj -- 1) 
i<j 
+ ~ risi(X i -  1) 2 (modA~+AH2) 
¢b 2 (risj + rjsi)(Xi V J~j) + E risi(Xi V.~i) 
i<j 
= ( ~ rixi) V ( ~_, sixi) = all2 v all2 as required. 
(2) (: H 2 ~ T is onto. To see this let a e A~ such that / a ,,, ¢~ = 0 ( /  ,,, denotes 
the coset of a). So a~Im([H,  G]®H).  Let ~ be the map HvH-+A2H/A3 such 
that XxVXj~(x i -1) (x j -1 )+A~ where i<_j. $ is the splitting for ~. 
~=id(A2A~) .  
We assert hat 
[Im([H, O]®H)]6C(AH~ + At.,x3A.)/A~. 
Let a-= l'I ~' (mod//2) ,  a e [H, K]. Consider 
av Je jeHvH.  
¢~V~j-- Z r i( J~iVxj)+ ~ ri(J~iVXj)" 
i~j i>j 
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Therefore 
(OV~j)q~ = 2~ ri(xi- 1)(xj- 1)+ ~ ri(xj- 1)(x i - 1)+A3H. 
i<-j 
= ~ ri(x i - l ) (x j -  1)+ E ri(xjxi-xixj)+AaH • 
i i>j 
=(a-  1)(xj- 1)+/~+AaH with fleAH2. 
Hence 
(Im([H, 6]®H))q~CAH2 + AtH, KIAH+ A3H • 
Hence a eAH2 + AIH, KIAH+ A~. Therefore Ker $=AH2 + AtH, IqAH+ A3H and ( i s  
onto. 
(3) Ker(={heH2I(h-1)eA[i_l, x ZH+A~} 
= (1 +A[H, KIAH+AaH)AH. 
We show that Ker ( i s  actually (1 +A2GAH)AG. 
If xeH and (x-  1)eAtH, KIAH+A3H, then (x- 1)eA~A H. If xeG and x -  1 e 
A2aAH, then xeGA(I+AcAH)=H. Now AcAH=A2HGAxAH . So (x -De  
A2HOA~AH . Hence Ker (= G O (1 +A2cAH). Therefore we have an exact sequence 
O-*H2/[GA(1 + A2 AH)I-*A2H/(A3H+ AII_I, KIAH)--*Sp2(H/tH, G 1)--*0. 
Now suppose H 3 = 1. Let xl, irE,-.-, -rm be a basis of HIH2 adopted to [H, K] so 
that [H, K] is generated modulo H2 by x[ ~, x~X, ..., x em where ei ~ Z_>o; el [ e2 [--" tern. 
We then have the following 
Proposition 3.7. I f  H/H 2 has a positive uniqueness basis adopted to [H, K], then 
the sequence 
O~H2/[GO(1 + A2 AI.I)]--*A2/(A3H+ AIH, KIAH)~Sp2(H/[H, G ])--*0 
splits. 
Proof. Consider the following diagram 
A2H/(A3 n + AtH, KIAH) ¢ ' Sp2(H/[H, G]) 
] I 
A2/A~,  , Sp2(Hab) ¢ 
We assert hat Im([H, G] ®H)  in Sp2(Hab) goes into A[H,K]AH+A3H under 6: So 
let a ~ [H, K]. We must prove that 
(nv j) e 3 3 (A [H, K]AH + AH)/AH" 
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v..v eili Let a = 11; x~ , then 
(aVXj)~= ~ eit i ( ,~iV~j)( ] )  
= ~, eiti(xi- 1)(xj- 1)+ ~ eiti(xj- 1)(xi- 1), 
i<-j i>j 
ei(xi- 1)(xj- 1)eAEH, KIAH(mOd A 3) for i<j. 
If i>j, ei=ejtj since ej]ei and hence 
ei(xi- 1)(Xj - 1)=e j t j (x  i - 1) (x j -  1)¢AIn, KIAH+ A3H .
Therefore (Im([H, G]®H])q~ c_ (AiH, K1AH+A3)/A 3. Hence we can define a map 
: Sp2(n/[n, G]) + A 2n/(Aw, KlAn+ A 3H) 
via if a ¢ HVH, (an) 6, a(6J). 
a(Tt~)~ = a(6J )~ = aj~Tz = an. 
Thus ¢~ is a plitting for ~ and ~ = identity on Sp2(H/ [n ,  G]).  
Corollary 3.8. I f  G = H x K is finitely generated, then 
AaA H/A 2 A n = (HE/H3) (~ Sp 2 (H/H2) ~ (Kab ~) nab). 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have 
AaAn=A2 +AKAH, 
2 3 2 2 AcA n = A H + AKAI4 + AKAH. 
Therefore 
2 2 3 2 AcAH/AcAn= (AH/Ah) ~AKAn/(AKAH + AKA2). 
By Theorem 2.5 
2 3 AH/A H = (H2/H3) (~ Sp2(H/H2). 
By Lemma 3.2 
AKAH/(A2 An+ AKA2H)= Kab®Hab. 
Combining the two gives the corollary. 
Lemma 3.9. L = (1 + A2 An) N G = ([xi, x~q, for all i < j ) where xi, ei are as appear- 
ing in front of Proposition 3.7. 
Proof. We now have L=(I+AIn, KIAn+A3H)NH2. Let x~L. Then x=l-[lYf 
where Yl,  Y2, . . . ,  Yn are the part of  weight 2 in the uniqueness basis for H. 
(x -  1) -  E tj(yj-- 1) (modAl) .  
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But (x-1)eAtH, KIAH+A~ and AtH, KIAH+A~ 
ei(x i -1 ) (x j -1)  for all i, j. Therefore 
That is 
is spanned modulo A~ by 
~, mi, ei(xi- 1)(xk- 1) A--3H E tj(yj- 1) =(x -  1). 
i,k 
~, mi~ei(xi- 1)(xk- 1)+ E mi~ei(xk- 1)(xi- 1) 
i>_k i>k  
+ ~., mi, ei(xixk--XkXi)=~,tj(Yj--1)+~, A  3. 
i>k  
In this equation the first two terms on the left hand side are in the ~-image, the third 
term and the term on the right hand side are in the image of/-/2. 
Therefore (1) implies 
x= E Y:/= I-I [xi.xj'm'.~ ([x,.x:q li<j) • 
J 
Conversely for any element [x e, x~] e L. i > k. 
[x~;xk]- 1 - [ei(xi- 1)(xk- 1)-  ei(xk- l)(xi- 1)](mod A~) 
=ei(xi- 1)(xk- 1)-e bk(x - 1), as eklei 
EAIH, K]AH+ A~. 
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